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Special Feature  

CONNECT  

Are You Connecting The Dots?   
 

 2355 FD 

 Could all this upset in the world really be orchestrated – but tabled as not? 

1 The newspapers have rarely been short of stories to fill their frontpages in 
the past.  Now it seems, there are so many headline stories to be covered 
and they are all jostling frantically for the frontpage headline spot. 
 

 This all emanates from the reality that the world is going through an 
incredible phase currently and - for one - I actually feel relatively optimistic.  
That will sound strange and incomprehensible to many - given the terrible 
and horrendous stories which are talked about daily.  The thing is the darkest 
hour – they say – comes just before the dawn.  And the dawn is coming! 
 

  

 

 
  

2 In a previous CONNECT article - Are You Noticing All This?  2345 EB – I wrote 
about different subjects -  jostling for those frontpages.  Actually, the first 
subject I covered in that article doesn’t – but it should.  Instead, the subject I 
refer to is raised just occasionally and only then, perhaps because it is just 
too big a subject to remain totally hidden. 
 
So - what is that subject – and what are the others? 
Frankly there are so many and there is insufficient time and space to look 
into them all here.  The thing is, there are plenty of observers and critical 
thinkers in this world who actually see a connection between them all.   OK – 
the truth is – most of these people, if not all of these people, are termed 
Conspiracy Theorists.  I think that term – by the way - is fairly respectful in a 
sense.  That is, despite it being used to discredit and silence anyone who 
pops up with a theory which challenges the official storyline.  
 
At the risk of being boring – I have to share again my thoughts on the term. 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_43910642dec744fd98f53591dc4aa587.pdf
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Conspiracy Theories are like plants – they grow and thrive in soil which suits 
them.  Take away that soil and they wither and die.  The soil – or shall we say 
circumstance - in which Conspiracy Theories grow and thrive is described 
here: 
1. Too much conflicting information 
2. Inconsistencies in the official narrative 
3. Too many oddities and anomalies in that same narrative 
4. A total lack of transparency – and refusal to offer up transparency 
 
5.         The avoidance of questions or - more often - ignoring them altogether   
  
 
What can develop from these theories – pursued scientifically with 
professionalism – is an ultimate Conspiracy FACT.  FACT is what is left when 
the official narrative has been exposed as a lie. 
 
Someone looking for the truth will piece together the facts that are known.  
Where the gaps exist in the exercise, that someone puts in place a stand-in 
thought or idea.  It’s a substitute stand-in fact, if you like, which stands to be 
replaced – or confirmed – later.   So, a theory arises and is subject to later 
modification or collapse due to a different or better theory – OR better still, 
arrival at THE TRUTH. 
   
I said the term – Conspiracy Theory - is kind of respectful, since it is.  I mean, 
the people who readily use the term don’t refer to Conspiracy Boll**ks do 
they – which they might?  So, a theory is a theory and a very fair and 
reasonable way of describing such - until it becomes FACT. 
 

3 The first subject I covered in the article was Paedophilia.  These stories just 
won’t go away and that should tell us something vitally interesting and even 
far more important. 
 
The subject won’t go away because there is so much of it and more and 
more gets reported every week.  But the real issue is this. 
It doesn’t go away because it never gets dealt with.  The police don’t deal 
with it and the politicians don’t deal with it. 
 
If I put on a Theorist’s hat for a moment, I might suggest this. 
Perhaps the police are involved.  Perhaps the police and the politicians are 
involved?  In fact, looking at all the stories of the past, there is plenty of 
suspicion that this idea – this theory – would hold water. 
 
Take for one example, the story of the Hampstead children.  This was talked 
about in the CONNECT article: The Crime Is Just Too Big! 2305 BC 
There are so many stories connecting politicians and dropped investigations. 
Far too many in fact and perhaps the only way this will get properly dealt 
with – is via a different approach altogether. 
 
More on that another time. 
 
But before leaving the topic, it is important to mention a few names. 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_dabf99467e7a4d768bbbed84ecf2478d.pdf
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Max Spiers 
An English investigator 

Isaac Kappy 
An American musician and actor 

Tory Smith 
An American investigator 

See the references at the end for more information   
 
Anne Heche 

An American actress 
 
All four are believed to have had deep inside knowledge of paedophilia, 
child trafficking, satanic ritual abuse – involving famous names and 
politicians.  All four died in suspicious circumstances – the most recent of 
which was Anne Heche.  The story of her recent demise - on Fri05Aug22 - is 
the subject of a CONNECT article:  Anne Heche – A Murder Story? FC  
   

4 Next up is – Press Freedom.  Press freedom is being clamped down on in all 
parts of the world.  It was something which caught most people’s attention 
relative to China, starting decades ago.  More recently, developments in 
Hong Kong have been exposed.  What is going on in HK now would be 
termed tyranny by anyone’s assessment. 
 
Take a look at these stories republished on CONNECT in recent times.   
 
THE ESTABLISHMENT MEDIA 
Two Journalists for The Guardian, BBC and Channel 4 Are Unmasked as Lap 
Dogs for The Security State 
COMING TO A PLACE NEAR YOU     
Apple Daily: Hong Kong pro-democracy paper forced to shut down - BBC 
Newsnight 
INDIA EDGING CLOSER TO 1984     
Why is India falling in the World Press Freedom Index? 
 
And then this very week – in the UK - we have this: 
A POLICE STATE CLAMP DOWN?     
UK Police Are Told To Treat Reporters As ‘Criminals & Extremists’ 
 
It really is coming to a place near us! 
This behaviour by the state is going on across the world – and certainly in all 
the major states.  So - what is going on exactly? 
What are these states afraid that us citizens will find out, discover or learn? 
Isn’t TRUTH the best policy? 
 
If we don’t have that by route of open disclosure – which we don’t - then 
surely, we have the conditions for Conspiracy Theories?  We would have to 
assess and perhaps guess what it is THEY don’t want us to know.    
 
Here’s a theory. 
Could all these states around the world – the major ones at least – be 
working in unison – in lockstep perhaps?   

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_b5a2f8148058447f9373b7eb2e39f083.pdf
https://expose-news.com/2022/06/23/two-journalists-unmasked-as-lap-dogs-for-the-security-state/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53J_EFDhF6A
https://www.dw.com/en/why-is-india-falling-in-the-world-press-freedom-index/a-61697180
https://newspunch.com/uk-police-are-told-to-treat-reporters-as-criminals-extremists/
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There is reference to a fascinating documentary below.  It mentions the term 
lockstep and it was used in a planning document in 2010 produced by the 
Rockefeller Foundation.  The document is called:  
Scenarios for the Future of Technology and International Development 
There is a pdf of it to download. 
The documentary is called: THE PLAN - The Next Pandemic – sec6 below. 
 

5 Then we have the subject of False Flag Events. 
These are those events – sometimes costing lives and property – which are 
staged by governments and their agencies.  At least that is the general 
Conspiracy Theory!  The thing is - these theories are immensely strong and 
robust.  Coupled to that, they don’t get disproved by hard facts and evidence. 
Commentators only get ridiculed at best and silenced at worst.   
So much for press freedom and freedom of speech – but that’s where we are 
today in a narrowing world! 
 
Accordingly, these False Flag Events stand as just that. 
In the CONNECT article - Are You Noticing All This?  2345 EB – I summarised 
some of the more major False Flag Events which have happened in the US 
and the UK.  If these events are really False Flag events, this means that the 
state lied to the people. 
 
One question might cross our minds.  Has the concept of staging an event – 
and lying about it - to drive a particular agenda been brewing for some time 
– and for what end purpose exactly?  Is it time that a line in the sand is drawn 
and People take a very deep and hard look at what these people running the 
state have been doing - are doing – and plan to do? 
 
There is nothing new about that concept of lying of course.  But consider for 
a moment what that means.  Elected people who get paid to do a job don’t 
do that job – and the list of those jobs is endless.  They also lie about all kinds 
of things and importantly that includes what they say and do about our 
collective safety.  When one realises what has been happening – and worse 
still, where this might all lead in the future unless people intervene to stop 
the rot – there’s only one option on the table.   
 
This appears to be a time to draw a line in the sand.  Enough is enough. 
I’d venture that NO new election will solve the problem.  This is a time for 
regime change – a complete change in the system – with a complete 
rebalancing of values agreed and shared by all.  That’s an opinion – mine.  
 

6 Then there is the subject of Big Pharma. 
And this is massive – really! 
 
Big Pharma has become the cash giant in the world – the cash cow – and 
with it the dictator of policy on more fronts it seems than just health.  Bill 
Gates the leading investor in the industry called it the best industry for 
maximised returns on investment – referring to a 20 to one return.  Bingo - 
KerChing!   
 
Bill speaks about this return in Davos for a WEF conference. 

https://truthcomestolight.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Rockefeller-Foundation-2010-Scenarios-for-the-Future-of-Technology-and-International-Development.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_43910642dec744fd98f53591dc4aa587.pdf
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20 to 1 INVESTMENT RETURN     
Bill Gates: 20 TO 1 RETURN ON VACCINE INVESTMENT 
 
The point is - Big Pharma money has been shared around – but not with the 
ordinary people.  It has gone to people and organisations to influence policy 
and what happens in the world including at the World Health Organisation.  
Here, Bill’s investment body – The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation - is the 
second biggest contributor of funds to the organisation after the USA.   You 
will probably know that the WHO is positioning – with its country partners – 
to become the dictator of world policy in the reaction to the next pandemic – 
and more besides. 
 
Speaking of the next pandemic – Bill knows there will be one.  Smart guy! 
 
Referring to what happens in the world, there is this - the MHRA.  It is a UK 
government body that was regarded as the country’s watchdog over the 
certification and use of medicines and pharmaceuticals.  That sounds OK. 
 
Does it still sound OK to you if the MHRA were funded to the tune of 85% by 
Big Pharma – the very industry the MHRA should be regulating? 
 
Would the MHRA perhaps be incentivised to cover their tracks if they were 
found to be wanting – that is in their task to ensure the population only got 
safe and effective medicines and pharmaceuticals? 
 
WHAT ARE THESE PEOPLE DOING?     
This particular headline story is about the MHRA watchdog covering up the 
truth about vaccine deaths and injuries 
 
There is overwhelming evidence that Big Pharma has more influence over 
what goes on in our world than the average person could believe.  Money is 
no object, since return on investment is so brilliant - as already mentioned. 
 
Could it be perhaps, that some of this money is used to influence politicians? 
It certainly looked like it in the case of the UK and its response towards Covid. 
Then there were medical trials seemingly sabotaged – as in the Oxford 
Recovery Trial which ended abruptly in May 2020.   
Hydroxychloroquine – How a False Narrative Was Created 
 
Test results were misinterpreted so as to justify reports which supported a 
particular strategy.   
This is a deep dive – but one worth taking – just to raise more questions. 
 
And then the SAGE body – a government advisory department - was heavily 
staffed with Big Pharma representatives. 
 
THE WEAKNESS OF THE MAN     
A Letter to Andrew Hill | Dr Tess Lawrie | Oracle Films  
The university that Andrew Hill was working for was grant funded by Big 
Pharma.  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/5geKPIUkKsIM/
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/the-mhra-the-watchdog-covering-up-the-truth-about-vaccine-deaths-and-injuries/
https://aa9a8fe1-101c-44bb-9bdf-f7ed177e9da4.usrfiles.com/ugd/aa9a8f_4fa9e25825ec4c34aa2c5efab148abf3.pdf
https://www.oraclefilms.com/alettertoandrewhill
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Big Pharma is perhaps the biggest dot which connects all the major states in 
the world.  You will have noticed just how similar – identical in fact – the 
major states around the world have sounded when it has come to talking 
about the strategy to combat Covid.  It’s as if they were planning for it – they 
were that together.  
 
In fact, maybe a look at these documentaries will help expand our minds as 
to the possibilities of such a unified plan having been put together. 
 
Plandemic 1 – A deep dive documentary 
Plandemic 2 – A further deep dive documentary 
 
SO, WAS THIS ALL ABOUT MONEY? 
"THIS WAS ABSOLUTELY TELEGRAPHED" - BILL GATES FORMED A PLAN 
TO PROFIT OFF THE NEXT PANDEMIC IN 2017 
 
THE NEXT PANDEMIC – AND THE 10YR PLAN 
And in this video documentary – Bill looks pretty pleased about the next 
plandemic.  He says, we will notice the next one!  Chilling! 
Plus, a WHO whistle-blower talks about – get this - a 10yr plan of infectious 
diseases. Wow wow wow! 
 
Should this be telling us all to take notice here? 
Should we not be asking some very deep questions? 
I’d say so!   
 
Plans like this would not come together if a lot of dots were not connected.  
I’d say dots and states have likely been connected for a unified approach to 
roll-out.  One can imagine that differences between approaches would be 
included so as to make the plan a little less obvious.  And they have been. 
Consider the approach in New Zealand compared to the UK. 
 
The point to take away here though is this. 
There is no 100% safe foundation stone that confirms that such a plan exists 
and is being rolled out.  That said – listening to the people in this 
documentary it is difficult to doubt them.  But the sure 100% safe foundation 
stone we do have is this.   
When you smell something Fishy – You Smell Something Fishy!   
And this really does smell FISHY. 
 

7 Then there are the following subjects planted on our plates. 
 
The shortage of water – droughts are said to be occurring everywhere 
Given that weather can be manipulated – is the weather being manipulated? 
 
The climate change and this is a subject warranting a deep dive.  The 
government and others say that we are to blame for all this.  Our love of 
carbon spewing vehicles – our love of meat etc, etc.  But a couple of short 
take-away points.   
 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/bZ2yliCyu373/
https://rumble.com/vw38ps-plandemic-2-indoctornation-documentary-covid-19.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/agXnerhjsL5Q/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/mrpUoYBNaUeH/
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1. Changing the climate – through rainfall at least – has been - possible 
since at least the 1950s – except it has been well hidden from us by 
governments and scientists.  Are we all sure these same people aren’t 
responsible – for at least some of it? 
See CONNECT article: Why Don’t They Make It Rain?  2345 ED 
 

2. Then there is the rush to go-all-electric.  This sounds logical in some 
respects – but how green is the energy generation that’s needed to 
power all these vehicles?  Plus, how green is the manufacture of these 
vehicle batteries.  Not VERY many say! 
 
On top of that, if we listen to the WEF we will soon all own nothing.  
We will rent everything – and from them we assume.  Partly because – 
in the case of vehicles – they will be far too expensive to buy and 
petrol vehicles are due to be banned! 
 

The Ukraine Russia conflict. 
There is absolutely no talk about talks - there is no talk about peace. 
It is all heading one way.  Money and military armament are being fired into 
Ukraine to defeat the one enemy – Russia. 
And the story we all used to get from RT News [Russian media] told a 
completely different story about the conflict – as it would, some would say.  
RT News has now been blocked from broadcasting in the UK and most of 
Europe – because the story it was telling was different from what our own 
governments wanted to tell us. 
The thing is – RT News was not alone in its viewpoints and storytelling. 
 
Take a look at this American’s view of the conflict as an example. 
THE TRUTH ABOUT UKRAINE     
Ukraine On Fire - Documentary by Oliver Stone 
   
The rising prices of fuels and energy. 
Part of this might be due to the Ukraine Russia conflict but to what extent?  
 
The loss of food production. 
Exports from Ukraine of grain is and will affect food supplies.  But why are we 
seeing food production plants around the world being torched?  
 
And then there is this. 
In addition to the above concerns there are many more I won’t even mention. 
But what I will give mention to is this. 
Pay attention to ALL the confusing messages you are receiving from the 
government and from the mainstream media.  Everywhere you might care to 
place your attention you will find confusing messages.  What you thought 
you understood before is now being talked about differently. 
Could it be there is an actual intention to confuse? 
Why would these people do such a thing? 
Be more aware and keep asking.  
 
One case in point though relates to our children. 

https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_3bc9a6f275fc4378be1eaade04053875.pdf
https://odysee.com/@Happy:9/ukraineonfire:9e
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They are confused.  They are confused because of what they are being 
taught in school.  Parents in Wales have grouped to get together to 
challenge what is happening there in primary schools. 
 
One child spoke to a neighbour adult – who is a friend of mine and said: 

“Do you know – I can be a girl if I want to be – even if I have a willy. 
But I really don’t want to be a girl. 
They can’t make me, can they?”  

 
GB NEWS carried this: 
Parents seek court ban over gender identity being taught in primary schools 
 
Most people would not believe what is being taught in Canadian primary 
schools – and all without one word being said to the parents.  It is as if the 
state has decreed that your children are not your children. 
The inference is that children are state assets and parents are simply 
temporary foster carers. 
 
Read this CONNECT article: Sex In Schools  2345 EC 
We all need to think about this – whether we have children in school or not – 
whether we have children of not. 
 
And the list of subjects goes on.  And with it – if you happen to see it this way 
– so does the opportunity to see the dots – and connect them. 
 

8 In all, the above subjects and events could be happening to an orchestrated 
plan.  It sounds unbelievable – due to the sheer size of the organisation that 
would be necessary to achieve that plan.  However, some say, nonetheless, 
that the orchestration is easier than the average person might imagine. 
 
And even if it was all orchestrated to follow some mad plan – to what end? 
Good question.  Here you will need to take a deep dive into that WEF thing. 
The World Economic Forum and its founder reveals so much to us. 
But not here today. 
 
There are some important things to know and understand about the WEF. 
It has a declared PLAN and it’s public – except the public haven’t contributed 
to it – or even been asked about it.  So, the PLAN is going ahead – and it has 
a time goal.  It will all have been rolled out by 2030 ready for the future 
beyond that. 
 
The WEF is supported by government leaders around the whole world.   
Government leaders all agreeing on something is amazing in itself - but true. 
In fact, Klaus Schwab openly says, governments have been infiltrated. 
What he means is - WEF recruits have been placed in governments.  
He specifically refers to Trudeau of Canada and Macron of France. 
  
The WEF is supported and funded by billionaires and tech giants. 
So, these people have the sheer clout to make Big things happen – and have.  
And all of this has been set up without any say so from the ordinary People. 
These WEF people have all the answers - and all the PLANS, 

https://www.gbnews.uk/news/parents-seek-court-ban-over-gender-identity-being-taught-in-welsh-primary-schools/359996
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_391acfb50a7d4a3eb5d4c0e6c436824e.pdf
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So, if the People have not been part of shaping this PLAN – and the PLAN is 
being rolled out now – is it possible that the execution of the PLAN involves a 
high degree of orchestration?  Are government leaders working together 
with tech giants and billionaires to orchestrate that PLAN?  And would these 
WEF people tell us the truth about how they are getting us onboard to agree 
how their PLAN is brought to fruition?  
We are all left to think about this – I hope! 
 
The point though - is this. 
Whatever the truth really is – whatever the PLAN might be or not be – this is 
certain to be the right time for everyone – and I mean everyone – to get up to 
speed on what is going on.  That done, the next step is to pin people to the 
wall to get the answers everyone will be looking for.  
 
Whatever happens - and whenever it happens - I feel one thing is for sure.  
The People of the world can no longer place their trust in such a small group 
of politicians, scientists, tech giants and multi billionaire types, believing they 
will do whatever is necessary to ensure stability in all things – and the future 
wellbeing of us all. 
 
There has been enough demonstrated over this relatively short period of 
time – since plandemic ONE arrived late 2019 – to show us that a major new 
approach is required in how we all organise ourselves on planet Earth. 
 
The WEF has been talking for some time about the coming Great Reset.  This 
is the PLAN hatched by Klaus Schwab – the founder of the World Economic 
Forum which most politicians and billionaires subscribe to.  What is required 
in its place – I would venture – is something else. 
 
Call it The Great Awakening. 
This is where all of us critical thinking people on mother Earth become 
Awake to what has been happening.  More importantly – and far more 
exciting in fact – is that all people on Earth begin a different way of life – a life 
built upon a quite different management and values model.  A model in fact 
which excludes politicians in the form we have accepted in the past.    
 
The reason I feel optimistic about the future – despite the dark days which 
we – the poor, non-politicians, billionaire-envious people - are clearly going 
to face in the short term – is that I personally feel that the new beginning 
about which I speak is real.  Very real.  
 
It can happen!  In terms of consequence for humanity, it is up there with 
major shifts like in the planet’s pole shifts – but this one is a shift in 
consciousness. 
 
The positive effect for all humanity – all life on this planet – and the planet 
itself – could be utterly amazing!   
To choose it - we have first to see it – at least in our mind’s eye. 
And the envisioning can begin with each of us – starting with you and me. 
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We have been lied to for far too long. 
We have excluded ourselves from the Big Stuff. 
We have left others – who we’ve paid – to look after that Big Stuff.  
But… 
to what extent have we been lied to and by whom exactly?  
We might prepare for a shock as the truth becomes more obvious. 
 
But before then. 
When we can see for ourselves - in our mind’s eye what is possible – a 
different PLAN and one based on a complete, New Model - it won’t really 
matter what has gone before.  People could be drawn to a new beginning 
like moths to a light – with no thought of looking back. 
 
Anyway - let’s see what we can each do tomorrow. 
Keep an open mind and where it makes sense to you – Connect the Dots!   
  

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: CONNECT: Magazine 

2 LINK CONNECT: Are You Noticing All This?  2345 EB 

3 LINK CONNECT: The Crime Is Just Too Big! 2305 BC 

3 LINK Death of Max Speirs 

3 LINK Death of Isaac Kapper: See documentary “These Little ones”  

3 LINK Death of Tory Smith 

3 LINK CONNECT: Anne Heche – A Murder Story?  2355 FC 

4 LINK THE ESTABLISHMENT MEDIA 

4 LINK COMING TO A PLACE NEAR YOU  

4 LINK INDIA EDGING CLOSER TO 1984  

4 LINK A POLICE STATE CLAMP DOWN?  

4 LINK Scenarios for the Future of Technology and International 
Development: The Rockefeller Foundation 

6 LINK 20 to 1 INVESTMENT RETURN – On Big Pharma  

6 LINK WHAT ARE THESE PEOPLE DOING?  

6 LINK Hydroxychloroquine – How a False Narrative Was Created 

6 LINK THE WEAKNESS OF THE MAN  

6 LINK Plandemic 1 – A deep dive documentary 

6 LINK Plandemic 2 – A further deep dive documentary 

https://www.connect-m3.com/magazine
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_43910642dec744fd98f53591dc4aa587.pdf
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_dabf99467e7a4d768bbbed84ecf2478d.pdf
https://newspunch.com/max-spiers-murdered-pedophile-ring/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3u2paYz47uh7/
https://supersoldiertalk.com/death-of-tory-smith/
https://41e303be-f6b6-45b0-adba-177879bff66a.usrfiles.com/ugd/41e303_b5a2f8148058447f9373b7eb2e39f083.pdf
https://expose-news.com/2022/06/23/two-journalists-unmasked-as-lap-dogs-for-the-security-state/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53J_EFDhF6A
https://www.dw.com/en/why-is-india-falling-in-the-world-press-freedom-index/a-61697180
https://newspunch.com/uk-police-are-told-to-treat-reporters-as-criminals-extremists/
https://truthcomestolight.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Rockefeller-Foundation-2010-Scenarios-for-the-Future-of-Technology-and-International-Development.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/5geKPIUkKsIM/
https://www.conservativewoman.co.uk/the-mhra-the-watchdog-covering-up-the-truth-about-vaccine-deaths-and-injuries/
https://aa9a8fe1-101c-44bb-9bdf-f7ed177e9da4.usrfiles.com/ugd/aa9a8f_4fa9e25825ec4c34aa2c5efab148abf3.pdf
https://www.oraclefilms.com/alettertoandrewhill
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bZ2yliCyu373/
https://rumble.com/vw38ps-plandemic-2-indoctornation-documentary-covid-19.html
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6 LINK SO, WAS THIS ALL ABOUT MONEY? 

6 LINK THE NEXT PANDEMIC – AND THE 10YR PLAN 

7 LINK CONNECT: Why Don’t They Make It Rain?  2345 ED 

7 LINK THE TRUTH ABOUT UKRAINE – by Oliver Stone   

7 LINK CONNECT: Sex In Schools 2345 EC 
 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK AUSTRALIAN SENATOR DROPS KLAUS SCHWAB / WEF TRUTH 
BOMBS IN PARLIAMENT 

 LINK MEGA BOOM! Schwab's Global Shapers Network Exposed! 

 LINK Tory Smith:  If there’s No guilt - then there’s Nothing to hide!  

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

 
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 

 

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/agXnerhjsL5Q/
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